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The ICIS Plasticizers Asia and Europe price forecasts are compiled monthly and can 

be accessed via the ICIS Analytics channel. Price forecasts cover the current month 

and the following 17 months, i.e. 18 months in total.   

  

The reports provide:   

1. Monthly forecast of the spot CFR Northeast Asia Diisononyl Phthalate 

(DINP) price, extending the historical gross prices reported in the 

ICIS Plasticizers Asia Pacific price report.   

2. Monthly forecast of the spot FD Northwest Europe DINP price, extending the 

historical gross prices reported in the ICIS Plasticizers Europe price report.   

  

 Elements within the Plasticizers price forecasts include:   

1. Supply-demand data for Plasticizers including regional imports, exports, plant 

shutdowns and new capacities.   

2. Downstream demand forecasts, e.g PVC  

3. Oxo-alcohols and Propylene price forecasts in Europe and Asia.   

4. Spot price movements across all regions   

  

ICIS also shows historical and forecast feedstock paraxylene pricing, and the 

historical and forecasted spread between PTA pricing and paraxylene per month. As 

for the price forecast itself, this analysis is  

Prices are forecast in the currency they are assessed in. For spreads analysis, where 

feedstock currency may differ from product currency, exchange rates from 

www.xe.com are used for historical data series. For forecasted series in these 

instances, an exchange rate from the month of analysis is used for the whole 

forecasted series. 

  

ICIS compliance protocols:   

 The information gathered in the process of making ICIS price forecasts does 

not flow back to the ICIS price reporting editorial staff.   

 Confidential information that is gathered by ICIS editorial staff in the process 

of price reporting is not permitted to be published in this or any ICIS report.   

  

The price forecast series are made available through the ICIS Analytics channel. 

The Petrochemicals Analytics Price Forecast pages enable price forecast series 

generated over the last 12 months to be charted and downloaded, along with up to 

12 months’ worth of price history.   
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